Force modeling to develop a novel method for fabrication of hollow channels inside a gel structure.
Fabrication of hollow channels with user-defined dimensions and patterns inside viscoelastic, gel-type materials is required for several applications, especially in biomedical engineering domain. These include objectives of obtaining vascularized tissues and enclosed or subsurface microfluidic devices. However, presently there is no suitable manufacturing technology that can create such channels and networks in a gel structure. The advent of three-dimensional bioprinting has opened new possibilities for fabricating structures with complex geometries. However, application of this technique to fabricate internal hollow channels in viscoelastic material has not been yet explored to a great extent. In this article, we present the theoretical modeling/background of a proposed manufacturing paradigm through which hollow channels can be conveniently fabricated inside a gel structure. We propose that a tip connected to a robotic arm can be moved in X-, Y-, and Z-axis as per the desired design. The tip can be moved by a magnet or mechanical force. If the tip is further trailed with porous tube and moved inside the viscoelastic material, corresponding internal channels can be fabricated. To achieve this, however, force modeling to understand the forces that will be required to move the tip inside viscoelastic material should be known and understood. Therefore, in our first attempt, we developed the computational force modeling of the tip movement inside gels with different viscoelastic properties to create the channels.